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HISTORY 0470/43

Paper 4 Alternative to Coursework May/June 2015

 1 hour

No Additional Materials are required.

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

An answer booklet is provided inside this question paper. You should follow the instructions on the front cover 
of the answer booklet. If you need additional answer paper ask the invigilator for a continuation booklet.

Answer one question from your chosen Depth Study.

The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
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Answer one question from your chosen Depth Study.

DEPTH STUDY A: THE FIRST WORLD WAR, 1914–1918

1 How important was the contribution of women to the British war effort? Explain your answer. [40]

2 How significant in ending the war was the outbreak of revolution in Germany in October 1918? 
Explain your answer. [40]

DEPTH STUDY B: GERMANY, 1918–1945

3 How significant were changes made by Hitler to the Nazi Party during the 1920s? Explain your 
answer. [40]

4 How important was propaganda in enabling the Nazis to control Germany after 1934? Explain 
your answer. [40]

DEPTH STUDY C: RUSSIA, 1905–1941

5 How significant was War Communism in the achievement of victory by the Bolsheviks in the 
Russian Civil War? Explain your answer. [40]

6 How important was the use of fear in the achievement of Stalin’s economic goals? Explain your 
answer.  [40]

DEPTH STUDY D: THE USA, 1919–1941

7 How important was agriculture to the American economy in the 1920s? Explain your answer. [40]

8 How significant was the New Deal for the lives of the poor in America? Explain your answer. [40]

DEPTH STUDY E: CHINA, c.1930–c.1990

9  How important was land ownership among the issues facing the Communist government in 1949? 
Explain your answer. [40]

10 How significant were the Chinese attempts to improve relations with the USA after 1970? Explain 
your answer.  [40]
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DEPTH STUDY F: SOUTH AFRICA c.1940–c.1994

11 How important were ‘locations’ and restrictions on land ownership to the strength of the apartheid 
system established from 1948? Explain your answer.  [40]

12 How significant were government policies on education in increasing opposition to apartheid? 
Explain your answer. [40]

DEPTH STUDY G: ISRAELIS AND PALESTINIANS SINCE 1945

13 How significant for Palestine was the ending of the Second World War? Explain your answer. [40]

14 How important was Yasser Arafat in the promotion of the Palestinian cause? Explain your answer.
 [40]
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